
Elevate the game-day experience to new 
heights with OES’s extraordinary LED 
video board center-ice displays, 
designed to immerse hockey arenas in a 
breathtaking spectacle of vibrant colors 
and dynamic visuals. Our cutting-edge 
technology brings the action to life with 
unparalleled clarity, creating an 
electrifying atmosphere that resonates 
with both players and fans alike. 

OES CENTER ICE 
SOLUTIONS

• Sault Ste. Marie Greyhounds
• Barrie Colts
• Prince George Cougars
• Red Deer Rebels 
• Sarnia Sting
• Brantford Bulldogs
• Barrie Colts
• London Knights
• Bellville Senators
• Nisku Twin Arena
• Everett Silvertips
• University of Manitoba
• Seven Cheifs Sportsplex
• Fort William Gardens



CENTER ICE LED VIDEO

Venues are embracing the trend of installing larger, intricately detailed, and custom  
center-hung scoreboards. At our core, we are dedicated to providing you with the optimal 
solution tailored to your unique needs. Our commitment extends from meticulous  
attention to detail throughout the installation process to ensure a seamlessly smooth game 
day experience until the final horn sounds. Your display is crafted for durability, utilizing 
the highest quality components. By employing LED modules instead of larger LED panels, 
we empower you to bring virtually any creative display concept to life. The incorporation of 
seamless bends, curves, and LED corner shrouds creates additional space for dynamic  
messaging. 
 
Inclusivity is paramount, and our goal is to ensure that everyone within the venue enjoys 
an equal and outstanding experience. Even fans pressed against the glass can partake in 
the excitement, as teams are incorporating additional video displays in the center of the 
center-hung. Meeting and surpassing the fan experience available at home is an ongoing 
challenge. Achieving this consistently at every event demands detailed service and flawless 
control over production. Our professional installation and service team play a pivotal role, 
ensuring that the intricacies of media operational systems are expertly managed,  
contributing to an unparalleled fan experience at every turn.


